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Introduction

T h e t » of me-dellag programs for
practice. For
tad tad coomiailetting ia becoming aa
iatocorcontra! applications, the goal hi
or to change the m»feet deviation* ia tat haarn
chjea pamnittaav Sin
cf the e t h i c s , they a n a, part of the on-una control'system,
tor tamaafaaiaaijaj, tha teal it to JSaftha errata ia the machine
wl^c«aadWataiDiBonith«pradietaibaaniuiaaiaiaiiaiiila.
Since than latter pim>aui are needed only occasioaaBy dnring commissioning o f » new Vaamline or starting s p an old one,
many of thaat profraiDB are off-Uns end not integrated into the
control system.
Thai coaventkmal approach hat many •hottcomieip. Since
the on-line mtnlsllin ptograme a n usually aa iatasjraE part cf
the cootie] tyttam, new correction pwigiaiua mnit be written
for new control systems. For example, error conscticn p n grama ham bees developed three thnta at cane she: the first
time for SPEAK, the second time (or PEP. and the third time
for SLG. Alto, tint* the off-line modelhig programs are not is~
tendedfargenital oaa, they remain the special piBvinto of their
anthers. Than new ofiMine piugiaua asm hare to be developed
from scratch rather than by nutiirying existing programs.
The redeTeropsmtrfr^ the cehlins and off-line prc«r*ms
is labor intensive, tad in many intuataj the aunt method* are
used In the on-line tyttem tor correcting beam errors and in
the off-tine program! for finding the machine errors (the causes
of the beam anon). It makes sense, therefore, to combine on
line and off-line programs into a single stand-akue modeling
application program which cut be easily transported from one
contrci system to another.
Tha one of a dedicated workstation offers aa ideal setting
for the implementation of these stand-alone hifB-hvel model
ing programs. With its high resolution graphics, windows, and
menus, the workstation can provide a truly user-friendly envi
ronment, and many have the computing power requiredformod
eling calculations. Furthermore, their networking capabilities
make It partisubuly easy to plug them into a control system.
At a uaatDaatratta) of the viability of this idea, the
COMFORT-PLta package has been derekrnd on a sTJH-3 work
station. That paper describes this project ia detail and presents,
sn example of the use of the package.
8. Overview of COMFOXT-PLUS
1

COMFORT-PLUS consist* of three pieces: (a) COMFOBX
(contlol6fMac^JiIler1rac<»n,OBl>iw,a»dTraiectorles), •
campuses tha mejchlne lattice Amctioan and transport
cat along a beamUne; (b) PLUS (Prediction from Lattice
Simulation) which Soda or annpensatea for errors in the beam
parameters or machine elenrenta; (c) a highly graphical interlace
to PUTS.
COMPORT-PLUS performs two closely related fonetioaa:
(1) it can calculate the effects on the beam parameters due to
specific errors in the machine elements, enabling it to generate
,
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simulated trajectories; (2) given trz&xitery data, either a est of
cctuol measurements or a simulated trajectory, it canfindthe
causa of the trajectory errata or celtninto tea otrenQths cf the
uuioctora needed to compensate fees cacao. ThesCOMFOBTPL03 can be need both for enmmfcsiaalas and routine opera
tion. madcUion,wi Eta graphical iatcrfceo COWFORT-PLUS
providsaaaoeelway;
-jrataicscpacKniatfcshish-IoTclccat n l ofthe mach^ie. i
r-:ut can c l o n i c aioro off-line, the
training dote netrequL .^rpeaewa basm-tiaa.
Four balk tasks he. ^ beta included ia t t s initial vcraien
of cOkWOnT-PlDB: (1) Pcding feed cram; (2) Finding kick
errors; (3) Finding lattncl xja; cad (4) Eeas-ctcsriBQ.
Tha first three are p. :icolarly suited for eaaani^snina,
beam-steeringforday-to-day opemtirca.
The basic error finding cad cerreettos eigtititlma hova re
cently bean verified in. the eommistioainj osd operation of the
sxc system at SLAC. Eneoorcsed by thb access,TOhsro forthcr developed these etgori: =3 and ontosaetcd their uca in
COMFORT-PLUS.
4
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To at* COMTOKr-PLUS, -.. -tresgth end location of ev
ery element in a beamunt Ui. •• is described to a COMFORT
dataset. This dataast it read b; JOMJORT tad it cascratet aa
output aa Afcn file ILtist the dementi In tta bsdcsllca, their
position, type, and sasotiatsd transport matrices. Thb a the
entire role of COMFORT in COMrOBT-PLIK, with two important
conssqueacet! (1) COMPORT need only be run when the lattice is
changed; and (2) COMPORT may be replaced with any modeling
program capable of producing the earns output.
The Pius program ia separate from COMPOIIT. PLUS usee
the transport matrices generated by COMPORT to represent an
ideal accelerator. Given these matrices, which transform the
vanea of s (beam trajectory deviation), 4 {the slope of the
trajectory deviation), tad dE/E (beam energy deviation) along
the actanastoi, PIUS generates the ideal trajectory lo any point
of interest. Because FUJS hat the bantpott matrices for every
element In the besmiiae, it can calculate the predicted beam
parameters at each element, not only at meottoro.
PLUS models errors in the machine by Inserting additional
transport matrices into the beamllne. For example, to simulate
focus errors, PLUS inserts the transport matrix for a thin-lens
quadrupole magnet at. each quadrupole. To simulate kick er
rors, PLUS Inserts thin-lens dipnle elements at each bend magnet
(for bend-Setd erron) and at each quedrupole (for qnedrnporealignment errors). Using thin-tent dements enables PLUS to ran
quite that, aiding the interactive response when PLUS ismed a t e
amrnlatlonfortraining, arrfalgrrffoaatlyillrtlovurg the speed at
which PLCjSfhidacieiiKnt erron ( m t a l o * ) . We have performed
sensitivity analyses to verify that the thin-lens approximations
ore valid.
PLUS a not inherently limited to these three problems; with
minor modifications it can simulate any other machine error
which can be expressed in terms of transport matrices.
After Generating a trajectory, PLUS can odd noise and offoeto to the resultant monitor rcidincfl. filter tha noisy readings
overttnumber of trajectory ccess to throw out particularly bad
readings, and use the final average of the rcadntGt to simulate
a s cctual, measured trajectory. For tmislns purposes, these
eimuinted orbito can bo veed ia Esu ofestuol measurements, obTitaiarr. the need for beam-timo during training. Tha oimulnted
•orb-to eka provide the ability to dovetsp sew control algorithms
off-lino. Foron-ltaeura.PLua^Tr-j -£ ^-contsinina actual
bcaro messurements.
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Given a trajectory, PLUS use* iU ability to rapidly gener
ate limuleted trajectories, coupled with a powerful optimization
package. NPSLAC* (alto need by COMFORT),tofindthe letting?
of the thin-lens element* which will yield beam reading* match
ing the trajectory. When the trajectory baa been matched, « c h
thin-tent element with a nonzero strength will be the eite of an
errof. From itatUenfth PLUS can help identify the otact nature
of the error.
With the graphical interface, the user can ahw aeatth for
errort manaalrjr, by knobbing individual lattice elements and
observing their effects on the trajectory. Thit method of finding
«rro» it illustrated in thefigure*below.
With it* trajectory-matrhing capabilities, PLUS it altc well
suited for day-to-day task* tnch a* beam-eteering. Given a tra
jectory to be achieved, PLUS will starch a group of correctors
to find the necawary settings. Pius can then show the effects
of the corrector at every dement along the beam-line before
the aoltstios it implemented. Because the optimisation package
allows for elaborate constraints, limita such at maximum correc
tor strength* and rn" »"" " beam trajectory valuta can easily
be implemented.
PLUS hat a simple, keyboard-oriented operator-interface, ia
which element! are referred to by name or number and trajectoriee are displayed at a table of numbers. Built on top of PLUS
it a highly graphical operator-interface which greatly eases its
na* for ooth training and actual operation. The display shows
a plot of the current beam trajectory. Along the bottom of the
trajectory are thown each of the pottible elements of error (if
the operator it looking for ora>) or control (if doing beamsteering). By clicking the moute over an element the operator
can control it and any other element* it it ganged with; Tite op
erator can tummon a pop-up menu to attach a knob to adjust
the eJeaeat'a strength or upper or lower limits, or to add the
element to or delete it from the btt of elements to vary when
doing Uajectory matching.
4. Using COMFORT-PLUS
fi
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When running PLUS, the user chooses the type of error to be
found. The user then can select any element at an error candi
date and try knobbing it in an attempt to match the simulated
trajectory with the measured trajectory. This procedure can
become untenable at the combinatorics of multiple error* comes
into ploy. A more time- and labor-saving method of finding er
ror! it for the accelerator pbytkirt to select a set of liketyerror
candidate* to be varied when PLUS searchesfora solution. This
procedure can be used iteratively to find the errort. One suc
cessful technique we have need ailowt alt the elements in the
btainlhw fiction to vary. The resulting fit of this global search
thewt regions where errors are likely to be located. In fact,
•imutetton stadias have thown that individual error* show up in
the global fit at smeared out region* of interest and the sum of
the errort in the fit ia approximately equal to the actual indi
vidual error.
An illustration of using COMPORT-PLUS to Snd errors hy
hand is shown in Figs. 1-5. Figure 1 show* the Initial prob
lem loaded into PLUS (the trajectoiy ic simulatedfora beamline
is the SLC system). The beam clearly it running into some
tort of error and later scraping the beampipe. In Fig. 2, an
upstream eeriector has been knobbed enough to get the beam
all tfea way down the pipe. The dotted plot shows the ideal,
model-based trajectoryforthe given corrector setting. The user
then instructs puis to plat the differences between the two orbUa (Fig. 3). It b clear that the error originates in the region
where the difference* gro-v huge. By attaching a knob to the
quadnpoU in. (hat region and introducing an alignment error,
the user further matches the model trajectory to the measured
one (Fig. 4). Now aaothe', alignment ettor is apparent farther
downstream. The user introduces another error into the model
at the downstream location, and knob* it until the trajectories
match (Ftg. S). At this point, the two major errors in the beimItne have been uncovered.
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Fig. I. COMFORT-PLUS display ahowiog the initial,
measured trajectory.

Fig. 2. An upstream corrector hat been knobbed to get the
beam all the way down the beamline (solid). A]«j shown it
the predicted beam trajectory for the ssme launch condition
(dotted).
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Fig. 3. Plot of the trajectory differences between the mea
surement sad the prediction shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. Plot ofthe trajectory differences after knobbing an error
in the region where the trajectories first diverge.
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G. Summary
For transportability, ccUFOfiT and PLUS ore both written
in rORTRAN-77 and are intendedtobe is full compliance with
the Standard. COMFORT has been ctEteafully run on VAX,
IBM, and SUN computers; PLUS on VAX, BUN, and Symbolic
computers. For ease of integration into any control system a
keyboard interface has been provided- The present SDK-apeci&c
graphical interface can be wed directly, or serve as • guide for
implementing other graphical interface systems. The Ion coot of
workstations makes the former an attractive option.
The program has been need to train novice users to coire
problems that, until now, hove involved tedious numerical eolcnhtions and considerable expertise. In addition, it can banssa
by accelerator physicists to further thr*? n-testr^dhis of the
beamiine system. Also, PLUS has be;n used to develop rulofoi
the ABLE expert system.
COMFORT-PLUS has bees, written in a modular fashion that
will allow us to add new methods with a Tninimnm of effort.
The major benefit of the simulatlpn is that studies c u be done •
off-line without havingtowaste expensive beam time.
PLUS, with Ms graphical interface, allows the effects of a trial
and error solution to be seen quickly and conveniently on-line
without risking possible damage to the machine. The graphics
interface makes solving lattice error problem* easier and more
intuitive.
The development of PLUS and its graphical interface took
only a few months. Inspired by He success, we are planning to
expand the eapebUSttes of the programs to include other acceler
ator control algorithms and features. Because the major devel
opment of die Male program b complete, further enhancements
sfcmldfcs a straight-forward and easy task.
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Fig. 5. PJot of the trajectory differences after
knobbing of a second error in the region where
the trajectories in Fig. 4 diverge.
The ultimate time- and labor-saving method la to automate
all the above procedures, usually done by an accelerator physi
cist expert, Into a computer program called an expert system.
A prototype expert system, ABLE, that automatically finds
beam-kick errors has been built and successfully tested. The ex
pert system requires orders of magnitude less tine tofinderrors
than required in the past using manual methods.
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